Title: SIX PHASE SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR GENERATOR AND TRANSFORMER WITH MAGNETIC BALANCE

Abstract: A six phase synchronous motor/generator incorporates two circumferentially separated three phase coil groups arranged in slots, each group is star connected. The rotor provides two salient poles of alternating polarity arranged at an angle of 90 degrees mechanical and having a pole width overlying three coil sides or slots respectively.
SIX PHASIC SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR GENERATOR
AND TRANSFORMATOR WITH MAGNETIC BALLANCE

Description of the invention

This invention is related to the field of electrotechnics.

Technical problem

Technical problem solving by this participation contains the solvation in producing electrical producing electrical energy in three phasic of alternant current at the frequency of the 50 Hz. Harnessing of energy is reduced (related to the mass of the generator and input of the energy (Nm)).

At the six phasic synchronous generator motor and transformer with the magnetic balance of the alternant current of the output frequency 50+100+300=450Hz x2=900Hz, the harness of the energy is bigger: 5 (five) times more in relation to existing three phasic generator.

The excitation strengthening is 50% lower than of the three phasic generator. By this device we are solving the problem of damaging generator' winding at the short circuit. The electrical power of the short circuit at the full loading is zero (0) and the result of mechanical energy is idle work.
Technical status

On the first prototype during the testing in laboratories the following results are shown:
1. the frequency of generator=50-100 i 300 Hz
2. the shape of energy is shown on drawings (see scheme)
3. by connecting two generators in series (prototype of generator) the result is regular
double sinuside
4. fluo tubes work without coils and glowing thread, with the economizing of 500% as all
and inductive resistance

The description of technical problem solution

Six phasic sinchron motor generator and transformator with magnetic of alternative
balance consists of stator and rotor.

- Stator

Stator is winding six phasic in two tropole groups connected for each group into
star with following marks:
1. The beginning of the coils: U-V-W-U1-V1-W1
2. The end of the coils: X-Y-Z-X1-Y1-Z1
(see scheme)

In each phasic there are doubled coils connected in the serie. Two tropole groups
are devided by electricity. In every phasic the condensator is connected C=3.75nF. The
indeduct electro-motor power is individually going on the first group U-V-W. It occupies
one half of the stator or the circle of 180 degrees. Leaving the first group enters the second
group U1-V1-W1 i.e. into another half of the stator of 180 degrees.

When the poles in one phasic are exactly under the double floor coil, the directions
of the powers are opposite each other, because the direction of the revolution poles is equal.

The stator’s magnetic field is rejected from the rotor’s magnetic field. At this point
generator works as the motor. Condensator gives the energy of the consumer and
mechanical energy is in that case –0-Nm. When pole - S - or - N - leaves doublefloor coil
and transverses into one half of the coil, then I.E.M.S. in half of the coil of each phasic with
one pole equal in one half of the coil, then the condensators fulfill.
Magnetic coils of the half of the pole S and one of the half of the pole N in inner side of the pole closed while magnetic coil of the outer half of the pole S-S and the half of the pole N close the other circle around the half of the stator.

While the rotating of rotor rotates outer (stream of coils of the poles S and N) then it transformed E.M.S. in the half of the stator’s coils with the frequency 50 Hz.

\[ UF = \frac{278-V \times 4 + (2,5769099 \times 5)-(83,446533 \times 100) \times 4)^2}{5} = 235V \]

\[ C = \frac{3,75 \text{ nF} \times 6}{22,5 \text{ nF}} \]

\[ N = 391,83673 \text{ W} \]

- Rotor

Rotor has two poles moving each other for 90% (see scheme) and winding with coils - CU - supporting by moving rings and grafit brushes for input of electricity, excitation and strenghts.

Rotor has protoweight of plumbum (Pb) because of the balance (see scheme of stator and rotor).
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Six phasic synchronous motor generator and transformator with magnetic balance of the alternative current, worked by the containing of the six phasic stator with two separated tropole groups, each group connected into the star. In one phasic are doublefloor coils connected into the series contains of the rotor that has two poles moved for 90% winding with coils, fulfilled by moving rings and graffit brushes and contra weight made of plumbum (Pb) because of the balance.

Scheme 1:

Stator – rotor.

Scheme 3:

Rotor

Frequencies (50+100+300=450Hz) x 2

(produced by rotor and stator)

Scheme 2:

Group 1: 450 Hz
Group 2: 450 Hz

Remanent bowl carries the energy made by rotor and stator

a) the surface of the remanent circle of the bowl carrier of the mass (page 4)
b) the surface of the remanent bowl (the carrier of consumer)
c) boundary of the remanent bowl (carrier of Nm mechanical energy)
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a) 8-positions of the rotor operation of the converter 1/2 half mechanical energy

b) 8-positions of the rotor operation mechanical energy

$\frac{f_1}{f_2} = 50 \text{ Hz}$

$\frac{f_2}{f_3} = 100 \text{ Hz}$

$\frac{f_3}{f_4} = 300 \text{ Hz}$
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